APA Product Offering: Announcing PhenX

Reminder: If set up as “always available” PhenX I and/or II, will be included as one longer rolling assessment. If set up as “scheduled,” PhenX will show up as a separate smoking assessment as indicated with the blue arrow below.

Assigning products (assessments) in TetherAll:
Have you ever smoked a cigarette, even one or two puffs?

A  No
B  Yes
C  Don't Know
D  Refused

Do you now smoke cigarettes?

A  Every day
B  Some days
C  Not at all
D  Don't Know
E  Refused

How many cigarettes have you smoked in your entire life?

- A  1 or more puffs but never a whole cigarette
- B  1 to 10 cigarettes (about ½ pack total)
- C  11 to 20 cigarettes (about ½ pack to 1 pack)
- D  21 to 50 cigarettes (more than 1 pack but less than 3 packs)
- E  51 to 99 cigarettes (more than 2½ packs but less than 4 packs)
- F  100 or more cigarettes (5 packs or more)
- G  Don't Know
- H  Refused

Around this time 12 months ago, were you smoking cigarettes every day, some days, or not at all?

A  Every day
B  Some days
C  Not at all
D  Don't Know
E  Refused

Journal Note

This is an open space to share your thoughts, feelings, and progress.

Tap here to type
Do you now smoke cigarettes?

A  Every day
B  Some days
C  Not at all
D  Don’t Know
E  Refused

Journal Note

This is an open space to share your thoughts, feelings, and progress.

I have smoked every day, but I am down to 5 cigarettes now vs 7 last week.

Successful Entry

Great Job!
Your journal entry has been saved.
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